Every month I summarize the most important probate cases in Michigan. Now I publish my
summaries as a service to colleagues and friends. I hope you find these summaries useful and I
am always interested in hearing thoughts and opinions on these cases.
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MAJOR LEAGUE STATS:
How great was Ty Cobb? He was clearly the best hitter of all time. We all know that he had the
highest lifetime batting average of .367. An analysis of his career shows that he was even better
than this statistic shows.
Let’s suppose a batter had to face three great pitchers every day for a whole year, how would he
have done? During his lifetime Cobb faced two right hand Hall of Famers, Walter Johnson in 92
games and the immortal Cy Young in 25 games. Now let’s throw in a left hander, Babe Ruth,
who pitched to Cobb in 21 games. Remember, Babe Ruth had two 20 game win seasons, a
lifetime record of 94 and 46 and an ERA of 2.28.
In order to win a batting title, at the time Cobb played, one would have had to have had more
than 440 at bats. If we add these three great pitchers’ appearances together, Ty Cobb had 505
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times at bat and had 186 hits. This is an average of .368 against three of the best pitchers in the
game. To put it another way, had Cobb faced nothing but these three pitchers, for an entire
season, his batting average would have been one point higher than his lifetime average.
The only team Cobb ever faced, where he had a batting average less than .350, was when he
joined Philadelphia and played against the Tigers at the end of his career. His home and away
batting average was within 3,000ths of a point away from each other.
When he was 70 years of age, he was asked how he would fair against the pitchers of today. He
said he probably would have batted around .340. The sportscaster who asked the question
inquired as to whether the pitchers were that much better today than in the past. No replied
Cobb, I would have batted .340 because I am 70 years old. He was right.
REVIEW OF CASE:
Reference Files:

Deed Delivery
Delivery to Third Party

Ralph Goldsmith was a great probate lawyer. He re-taught me what I learned in kindergarten;
“possession is 9 points of the law.” When he opened a safe deposit box and others were present,
his philosophy was “grab it.”
In the instant case, decedent and her husband deeded Blackacre to defendants, jointly with rights
of survivorship. The Deed was placed in decedent’s box to which plaintiff, unknowingly, had
access. Plaintiff was decedent’s personal representative. The box was opened, and the
defendant got hold of the Deed and recorded it. (Defendant actually added a date to make it
recordable, but the court does not go into this). Plaintiff sued to set aside the Deed. The Trial
Court and the Court of Appeals ruled in plaintiff’s favor because there was no delivery to the
grantee or to a third party. (As the plaintiff did not know he had access to the box or what its
contents were, the court ruled there was no third party delivery.) A note found in the box, on the
Deed, which said this is “for” the defendants did not constitute a delivery of the Deed.
If plaintiff had lawyer Goldsmith with him, at least the issue of recordation would have been
moot. Also, if the plaintiff had retained possession of the Deed and defendant had sued, plaintiff
could have pleaded his theories in a Motion for Summary Disposition or a Motion for Security of
Costs and prevailed without trial.
More Thoughts About My Last Annotation
A caveat regarding my recent annotation of the Vera Esther Windham case; that case discussed
interlineations. Even though the Court of Appeals ruled that the “marked-up” copy was neither a
revocatory instrument nor a Will under the facts of the case, to avoid trying the issue anew, a
Scrivener might consider warning the Settlor/Testator against the practice of interlineations or
even stamping on a client’s copies something to the effect that mark-ups shall not be deemed
revocatory or constitute a new Will.
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